
The electrical engineering department’s power 

cart includes six solar panels, a small wind 

turbine, and battery storage.

Sustainable Greenhouse
Sponsored by ACRES Student Farm

Design team: Jacob Arment, Ithzel Felipe-Castro, J.T. Herboldsheimer, Luke Jensen, Rylee Jones, Alex Kalan, Natasha Miller, Quinn Newmark

ACRES Student Farm, located at 30th and Harney, seeks to extend their growing season into the inclimate spring and fall using an off-grid greenhouse. Our team 

is designing a greenhouse that will provide adequate growing conditions for tomatoes from March 1st to November 1st, which will allow ACRES to start their 

tomatoes from seed on site and keep the plants alive during extreme weather.

Background

Proposed Design
The initial greenhouse design includes:

• Structural base and insulated flooring

• Prefabricated greenhouse structure

• Solar water heat collector and water tank

• Under-bench heat dispersion system

• Electrical engineering department’s power cart

• Grow lights

• Raised bar for trellising tomatoes

The greenhouse can be divided into two zones, separating 

Bench 1 and Bench 2 with an insulating barrier. When the 

tomatoes are young, they will only occupy Bench 1; hot 

water supply to Bench 2 will be closed off. This should 

conserve heat stored in the water tank and power from the 

solar cart during the coldest nights.

.

Structure Heating Insulation

Selected greenhouse kit: Planta Sungrow Urban

• Twin PC sheeting

• Galvanized steel frame

• Team will structurally 

reinforce against wind

Flooring

• 2” deep pavers

• 1” layer of sand

• Angled gravel layer for drainage, stability

• Angled 2” insulation board

Base

• Flooring sits in redwood frame

• Greenhouse attaches to base supports

• Cleats and footings on posts to brace

against wind

• Insulation on sides

Active closed-loop water heater system

• Antifreeze is heated in a solar array

• Internal pump cycles antifreeze in a closed loop through water tank,

heating the water

• External pump sends hot water through piping in one or both heat 

zones, then back to the tank

Duda sells a solar water heater set including:

• 20 collector tubes (top left)

• Internal (closed-loop) pump (top right)

• 200 L water tank (left)

• Control panel

Passive heat storage

Buckets or totes filled with water will store

heat beneath the under-bench water piping,

keeping the greenhouse temperature more

level during extreme conditions.

Internal wall insulation 

Double bubble reflective foil insulation

• R-value ~5-8

• Bare greenhouse wall: R = 1.5

• Zone partition/north wall cover

• Can cover all walls below plant

level

External insulation 

Thermal blanket

• R-value: 5.7

• Secured to outside of greenhouse

• Trap heat during extremely cold nights


